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The soundtrack for Grim Fandango is pretty good, and I recommend it. Just like the game's art style, it's like something taken
out of the film noir era, with a little taste of Aztec/Mexican culture. My only complaint would be that it doesn't include the
songs that Glottis or Chepito sing, but even then, it's a fantastic soundtrack.. La historia me encanta, me encantan sus puzzles, y
el soundtrack es simplemente excelente.. Best game soundtrack ever. FACT.. Never play the original game (1998) before, see
it's has been "remastered" (2015) and promote with screenshots, doesn't feel like I need to play this game. But when I heard the
soundtracks, my mind changed. I think it's the best one out of game's soundtrack, and I think it goes more beyond that point. It's
timeless! Like soundtrack from Star Wars, Indiana Jones, or Beethoven. Don't miss it if you like good music, this will never
disappoint you.. I have listened to this album so often that I can name any song and the track number just by hearing the first 3
seconds. This album is incredibly reminiscient of past jazz artists, especially Benny Goodman and Glenn Miller. There are very
few soundtrack albums that I can just listen to on repeat infinitely, but Grim Fandango is one of those few. If you are on the
fence about whether to buy it, just do. I got it on sale, and kind of regret it because it's so good it deserves to be bought at full
price.. gentle, smooth, jazzy, sexy and very relaxing at times and booming thoses are the perfect words to describe this games
track in a nutshell. just listening to the main theme gives me Chills down my spine. much like the masterpiece game surrounding
it. the music is just so full of life and is fun to listen too when you are working or just doing nothing. It sets the tone nicely and
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feels ripe thanks to Peter Mcconnal's rich and energetic musical style this soundtrack is not only important to the films story
narrative but also gives off a great sense of wonderous atmosphere in a sutle manner that no other game like this has ever done
before.. Love it.
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